Bridging Integrative Medicine

and an Immersion Experience into

The Integrative Self ……………

TUITION GRANTS for
NINE GATES MYSTERY SCHOOL
Within the BODY lives an innate wisdom
often overridden by our thoughts and
emotions. This wisdom rests, waiting for
attention, in the vibrational bandwidths of
our energy field. Once experienced as a felt sense in
the body, wisdom springs to life as a recognition that
the vibration of our emotions, thoughts, our states of
consciousness, gives rise to our perceptions and
thus our experience of life.

Within the MIND exists a stillness that
when cultivated introduces the egoic
notion of self to the True Nature of Self.
This introduction changes our view of
reality and our ability to touch the
present moment impeccably — without aversion or
cling. When the mind quietens, unity awareness
emerges without striving.

Within the SPIRIT — the divine Spark of
Consciousness uniquely expressing itself through
you as You — beats a heart of intelligence uniting
inner-knowing and the Infinite, unbound by time and
space, out-living matter, in tune with the Heart of
Creation itself, breathing everything into existence.

NOW AVAILABLE!
Tuition grants ($3,950 each) are now available
for attending the Spring 2016 and Fall 2016
Nine Gates Mystery Schools. Grants are
funded by a supporter of both Nine Gates
Programs, Inc. and AZCIM. In the case of
overwhelming interest, Nine Gates will match the
tuition grant gifts through its Tuition Assistance
funding, making four tuition grants available. Room
and board are not included. This is a powerful
opportunity!
Grant Application Process:
 You must be a graduate of AzCIM to quality
 Request a tuition grant application at
mysteryschool@ninegates.org
 Complete and return as instructed on
application form
 Applications will be evaluated and candidates
notified within two weeks after receipt
School Dates:
Spring School 2016:
Part I: April 27 — May 8, 2016
Part II: September 16 — 25, 2016
Fall School 2016:
Part I: October 21— 30, 2016
Part II: March 10 — 19, 2017

For more detail about the Mystery School
www.ninegates.org
Program Registrar: mysteryschool@ninegates.org
or 1-800-570-3782 x 1966

The integration of Self is an initiation every human being is destined to undertake.
Every ancient wisdom tradition teaches this truth. We yearn for this discovery within.
Nine
Gates
Mystery School invites initiates into total immersion — to interact with ten master teachers in two, 9The
day residentials, and through intimate, initiatory experiences weave together a journey for awakening the Divine Soul.
The integrated teaching of the Druidic, tribal African, Native American, spiritual psychology, Sufi, mystic Christian,
Hindu, sacred sound, Kabbalah, and Tibetan Buddhist traditions, catalyze a life-altering possibility.

